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RJF Tv  
Stand off receptacles

COmplIANT
ROHS

these receptacles can be sold directly to your Pcb. 
a compound insures a transversal sealing and good performance in high-vibration environments.
the shell of those receptacles are in the “stand off” style.
they can be connected with RJftV series plugs.

Part 
number *

Plating available Part number

nickel - ROHS compliant RJF TV 2S X 5N F459

olive drab cadmium RJF TV 2S X 5G F459

* new p/n - before it was RJFTV25gF459 or RJFTV25NF459

X to be replaced by the letter of the coding position you need (a, b, c, or D)
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pCB lAYOUT
Solder face view

Panel drilling

Square flange receptacle
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Part 
number

Plating Part number

nickel - ROHS compliant RJF TV 7S X 5N F459

olive drab cadmium RJF TV 7S X 5G F459

X to be replaced by the letter of the coding position you need (a, b, c, or D)

Jam nut receptacle

Now available with same distance between flange and pCB than the 38999 stand off one.
So you can use a 38999 stand off and a RJ45 stand off in the same implementation.NEW

part number: 36542
Plating: olive drab cadmium
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Now available with same distance between flange and pCB than the 38999 stand off one.
So you can use a 38999 stand off and a RJ45 stand off in the same implementation.NEW

pCB lAYOUT

Panel Drilling

Solder side view

pCB lAYOUT
Solder side view

part number: 36540
Jam nut receptacle, olive drab cadmium plating.
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